ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES
A DVERTISERS
An advertiser account contains campaigns, adgroups, bids and copy sets. All settings are inherited using the following
priority hierarchy:
Advertiser Account > Campaigns > AdGroups > Bids/Sectors > Copy/Media
If any level doesn’t contain its own settings the settings from the next level up will inherited.
Account Settings - Account Details
The account details section displays the account information entered at the time of creation.

The account number, date opened and the budget available for the account are shown in the green bar at the top.
Other information such as the company name and address details are shown lower on the page and can be edited.
The following fields are also important:
Single Listing Restriction
Single listing restriction is enabled by default and set to ‘yes’. This restriction prevents two adverts within the same
advertiser account, from different campaigns, being shown at the same time within a results list. This setting is most
relevant for text ads where multiple system ads are selected. It also prevents an advertiser competing with itself in a
live bidding auction. However, if it is acceptable for more than one advert to be selected from the same advertiser
account, from different campaigns, then this setting can be changed to ‘false’. M3 will then consider all campaigns
within the advertiser account for the results set.
Time zone
Time zone selection sets the time zone that will be used for an advertiser. During creation the default system time
zone will be allocated and can be amended at this time ONLY. This time zone is used to ensure that adverts begin
and end in accordance with the advertiser’s time zone. All graphical data is also displayed in the advertiser time zone,
even if this is different from the system default.
Once the time zone for an advertiser has been set, it cannot be modified.
Currency Selection
During advertiser creation, the account currency must be chosen.

Available currency options are:
US
UK
EU
India

Dollar
Sterling
Euros
Rupee

($USD)
(£GBP)
(€EUR)
(₹INR)

If a system uses multiple currencies, the M3 ad server will perform all necessary currency conversions at the time of
the click or impressions, eliminating any need to perform any manual calculations.
The currency of an account is set during its creation and cannot be changed by the advertiser thereafter. However
system administrators can be change the currency at any time in the account details page of the advertiser account.
Important: currency changes will only affect new account transactions. Historical transactions will remain in the
currency active at the time of the transaction.
Source Inclusions / Exclusions
The source inclusion / exclusion tool, also commonly referred to as ‘white / black lists’, can be used to control
individual traffic sources.

Adding source inclusions restricts traffic from the publisher network(s) to only the sources that have been selected.
Adverts for this advertiser account are not shown on any other publisher sites.
Adding source exclusions blocks traffic from selected publishers in the network. Adverts for this account are shown on
all publisher sites in the network except from those publishers listed.
For both inclusions and exclusions, selected publisher(s) can be further refined by sub ID and site. A comment can
also be made as to why the record has been created.

To select the desired account simply start typing the name of the publisher and select the correct option from the drop
down.
N.B. Inclusions and exclusions can also be added within individual campaigns.
Finance
The finance tab displays relevant account financial details dependant on the account type (pre-payment, credit or
budget accounts).

Adv ertiser Floor Price Management
The first option on the finance tab is for advertiser floor price management, this is a feature is for the system owner to
be able to set and manage an agreed floor price (minimum bid) at advertiser level. This ensures that if an advertiser
enters a lower price than agreed value at campaign, ad group or bid level then the system will automatically charge
the click/impression at the agreed price set on this feature. This feature is not visible to an advertiser and is only
visible to a system owner if they have the relevant permission set (Advertiser Floor Price Management).
VAT Details
When an advertiser account is created and VAT details set, the account contact ‘address’ is entered. The country for
VAT considerations is recorded from the registered account address. The VAT code can then be selected here. The
available VAT code names and values are created at system level during system set up.
The account VAT registration number can also be registered, if applicable.
Daily Budget Management
M3 provides a variety of ways to assist system administrators and their clients to manage their daily budgets. The
daily spend limit is one such method, which can be set at either account level or, if campaign level Insertion Orders
are in use, at campaign level.
The account daily budget limit restricts the account to spend only up to that amount in a single day.

When the daily limit is set, it can either be on a ‘rollover basis’ whereby any unspent funds from the previous day(s) of
the month roll over to the next day, to enable additional spending and full use of the budget. The accrued available
funds are built up until the last day of the month, at which point they are reset to 0 for the following month.
Alternatively, the limit can be ‘capped’ which means any unspent funds are not rolled over and on any given day, the
daily spend limit is capped or limited to this amount.
Once a daily cap is added, a further mechanism automatically comes into play in the form of pacing. Pacing stops a
daily budget from being exhausted soon after it is added. The ad server spreads the budget across the duration of the
day.
When no daily spend limit is applied it is shown as having an ‘unlimited’ daily budget, meaning it can spend as much
of the account’s funds available per day.
Payment Type
There are three account types, defined by the advertiser payment method.

Prepay:

The account is funded before account activity, normally by a credit/debit card payment.

Budget:

Insertion orders are typically received by the advertiser, providing authorisation to add funds
to the account. The account is activated and all spend is invoiced at the end of each calendar
month. Additional insertion orders can be added at any time if available funds have expired.

Credit:

An agreed, fixed monthly budget is allocated to the account. The account is activated and any
expenditure is invoiced at the end of each calendar month. The agreed limit can be changed
at any time if required,

Once an account type has been chosen, it cannot be changed. A new account must be created if a change of account
type is required.
Prepay - Credit Card Accounts
Prepay, is an account type option selected when and advertiser needs to funds their account via credit / debit card
payments.

There are two different payment options for pre-payment accounts:

There are two different payment options for pre-payment accounts:
Manual - top up account with ad-hoc manual payments. The system will send warning emails to advertisers
when their balances are running low. Advertisers can then login and process a payment for the desired value to keep
their account active. It is possible to set the remaining balance that must be reached before this ‘threshold’ warning
email is sent. A further email will be sent if the account limit is reached and goes offline.
When a manual payment is attempted, users are directed to a third party payment gateway. A payment gateway is a
secure e-commerce application that processes credit card payments. M3 does not store credit card data but relies on
these third party gateways to provide a secure infrastructure for payments to take place. When the user arrives at the
payment gateway, they input their credit card details and request for the payment to be made. M3 is sent and stores a
token, which it uses to remember details of the transaction. It is a combination of the user’s card number and their
account number.
M3 is currently integrated with two payment gateways, Netbanx (Optimal) and Braintree. Further payment gateways
can be integrated, should a system owner wish to use a different provider.
Automatic - the system automatically processes payments before funds are completely depleted, in order to
ensure that an account is always online (subject to funds being available on the registered payment card).
An invoice will be emailed to the advertiser when a payment is taken, either manually or automatically.
Budget - Insertion Order Accounts
Insertion order management, or budget accounts, are accounts that have a line of credit extended to them and spent
funds are invoiced; usually at month end.

Insertion orders are applied to an account at account or campaign level. Insertion orders applied at account level
allocates the funds to all campaigns in the advertiser account. Insertion orders added at campaign level allocated the
budget to a specific campaign and a new insertion order must be added separately to each campaign within the
account.
It is not possible to mix insertion order ‘types’ – an account must either accept campaign insertion orders or account
level insertion orders. Once the first insertion order is added to an account, it then becomes of that ‘type’, meaning
that it is from that point on either a campaign or an account level insertion order funded advertiser.
Allocation of insertion orders is detailed in the insertion order history table and shows if the IO was assigned to the
account in general or to a specific campaign. As mentioned, users will not see a mixture of campaign and account
insertion orders.
The net amount is the total value of the insertion order that has been added to the account. The net spend shows how
much of those funds it has spent to date.

Effective From; shows the date that the insertion order will become active. An insertion order can be added to an
account with the intention of going live right away or it can have a start date applied to it for a date in the future. If a
future date is entered, the insertion order will become active when this date is reached. It is not possible to add a start
date that precedes the current date.
Effective To; is the end date of the insertion order. This can either be a date in the future that the insertion order
should become inactive or it can be the date of the current day. Adding an effective to date for the current day will end
the insertion order. If the insertion order is ended before it has spent all of its funds, a cancellation balance is
generated. The cancellation balance removes the remaining funds from the insertion order so that the system no
longer considers the remaining balance as available budget for the account/campaign.
The first and last spend date; denote when the insertion first began to spend and when it spent last.

Credit Limit - Fixed Monthly Budget
Fixed monthly budget or credit limit accounts have a line of credit extended to them which becomes a recurring
monthly limit.

This means that, every month, the account is allocated the same funds, regardless of previous spend. This is useful
for advertisers who wish to pay by invoice and need to ensure that there is always available credit in their account.
If an advertiser reaches their credit limit before the end of the month, the account will go offline until the beginning of
the following month, at which point the credit is re-set. The credit limit can be extended in the event of this in order to
keep the advertiser online throughout the remainder of the month. Otherwise, pacing can be set using the daily spend
limit tool.
Contacts
In the contacts section of ‘account settings’, vital correspondence email addresses can be added or edited. The
system owner can view and edit the advertiser contact and email address details and the account manager details.
Alternative email addresses can also be set for when an account is nearing its fund limits and also a different email
address can be registered for invoices receipt.

User Management
Within the advertiser user management module users create and manage login credentials for new and existing
advertiser users. Users control the various user permissions dependant on their own login permissions. To edit a login
place a tick next to it, an option to edit or delete the chosen login will then appear.

When creating a new set of credentials the following permissions are available:
Permission
User Management
Campaign Management

Actions allowed with permission set to True
Ability to set up new users and manage permissions
applied to those users
Management of campaigns with advertiser account.

Finance management

Management of account and campaign daily budgets

Reporting

Rights to run reports for the advertiser.

API Read/Write

With this permission set to True the login can access the
API

Dependant on the permission selected below certain areas of the UI will be made available to the user or not. i.e. if
you do not wish for a user to be able to manage daily budget then do not grant Finance management rights.

Negative Keywords.
When an account level negative keyword is added, ads from all campaigns within the account will not be displayed for
any request containing the registered negative keyword(s). Example: The negative keyword ‘red’ would prevent ads
from showing on any requests containing the term ‘red’ such as ‘red car’. When adding the negative terms add one
keyword or phrase per line.
Negative keywords can also be applied at campaign level for campaign specific requirements.

Frequency Capping
The account level frequency capping tool can be used to restrict (cap) the number of times (frequency) that all
accounts ads can be seen (impression capping) or clicked on (click capping) by a single visitor in an hour, day, week
or month.

The selected frequency cap can be paced using ‘intervals’ over a selected time period so that the user does not get
over exposed to the ad.
For example: An advertiser may wish for visitors to only see their advert for a maximum of ‘ten’ times a ‘day’ or until
they have clicked it twice in a week.
This restriction is applied to all publisher sites that serve ads from the network.
Frequency capping can also be applied at campaign level for more specific campaign frequency capping
requirements.
Impression Frequency Capping
Impression frequency capping is a feature that can be used to limit the number of times that an individual user sees an
advert in an hour, day, week or month.

Field
No. of Times
Period

Interval

Function
Enter the number of times that a user should see the
advert
Enter over what period the user should be able to see the
adverts for. Options include over an hour, day, week or
month
Spread this activity over a defined period of time.
Examples include ‘spread evenly throughout the defined
period’ every minute, fifteen minutes or hour

Click Frequency Capping
Click frequency capping is a feature that can be used to limit the number of times that an individual clicks on an advert
in an hour, day, week or month.

Field
No. of Times
Period

Interval

Function
Enter the number of times that a user is able to click on
an advert
Enter over what period the user should be able to see the
adverts for. Options include over an hour, day, week or
month
Spread this activity over a defined period of time.
Examples include ‘spread evenly throughout the defined
period’ every minute, fifteen minutes or hour

Agency Logins
The agency logins page will display the credentials of all agency users if they are linked. The link is requested by the
agency via their login (the advertiser account number must be entered) and can be authorised by a system
administrator or the advertiser. The agency tab can be hidden from view of advertisers if required.

Networks
The account network selection tab will only show at advertiser level if the corresponding configuration has been set to
True at platform level. This configuration being “Restrict to Specified Advertiser Networks”. If set this will show the
networks the advertiser is restricted to. This will mean that any new campaigns added by the advertiser will only show
them the options of the network set at advertiser level, ensuring any other networks in your platform will be kept
hidden from them. This allows the platform to run multiple networks with various settings and still allow advertiser
access so they can manage them effectively and safely. If the configuration is set to false this network tab will not
show at advertiser level and when campaigns are added the advertiser will see all networks on the platform.

N.B. The network(s) selected for advertisers cannot be changed once set.
Performance
On the performance tab within the advertiser account section, a graphical representation of current activity is
displayed. Using the settings icon, the data sets selected and date range can be adjusted using the drop down on the
right hand side. The settings chosen will be stored for the next login as they are linked to login credentials.

C AMP AIGN
Campaign management is accessible via the ‘manage campaigns’ section of the UI. Here, new campaigns can be
added and existing campaigns can be managed.
Whilst working within an advertiser account, the ‘manage campaigns’ tab displays all previously created campaigns,
their associated adgroups, bids and copy sets, and allows new campaigns to be added using an intuitive wizard. The
campaigns table lists the daily spend limits, max CPM/CPC, date last active, campaign network, impression, click and
CTR data as well as the average CPC and the total cost. The table can be sorted by all columns and the active sort
order is shown by the downward facing arrow.
Tip: Filter the details in the campaigns table by selecting the filter icon on the top left of each table, this gives you the
option to search for a certain item in a more refined manner. It also allows you to view items with a closed status, if
required.
NB. Whichever campaign is highlighted will determine the details shown on the rest of the page.

To manage the campaign options, tick the box to the left of the campaign name and select ‘edit’ in the header bar.
Campaign Details
The campaign details section provides essential information entered during campaign creation.

The campaign description, start date and end date are editable but last spend date and spend to date is not. If
relevant, click and/or impression prices will be displayed. This price will apply to all adgroups within the campaign if
set but can be overridden at adgroup level.
The campaign impression, click and event eCPMi statistics are also displayed on this tab under ‘Campaign ECPMi’.
The campaign networks are visible on the campaign details tab but cannot be changed. They are selected during the
campaign creation process.

This allows users to choose which particular network(s) that they want a campaign to belong to. At least one network
must be selected for a campaign before their activity can begin.
The click ECPMi is the earnings per thousand impressions for that campaign.
During campaign creation, the user must set the accepted pricing model(s) for the campaign. In addition, set the
minimum bid price for that pricing model.
Any minimum bid requirements will have been detailed at system level. The UI will not allow any normal users to enter
a value below any minimums.
CPM
CPM, or cost per thousand impressions, is a fixed bidding pricing model used primarily for banner adverts. An
advertiser is charged every time that their advert is displayed. Advertisers bid in a bulk of one thousand impressions,
so an advertiser who enters a CPM bid of £1.50 is prepared to pay £0.0015 per advert impression (1.50 / 1000).
When a bid price is set at adgroup level, all bids in the adgroup inherit this price, unless individual bids are entered at
these levels to override it.
Bidding is possible to three decimal places if the system allows.
CPC
CPC, or cost per click, charges advertisers every time their advert is clicked on by a user. Advertisers enter a
maximum bid price – this is the amount that they are prepared to pay up to for a click. How the system then handles
these bids is dependent on the auction model set at system level.
Networks with CPC bids can either use fixed bidding (static bid prices are charged based on submitted bid) or elect to
enable second price auction. If the second price auction box is not ticked in this tab, the network will be using fixed
price bidding as a default.
The second price auction algorithm charges the advertiser a unit (cent, pence, euro cent) above the bid of the next
highest ranking advertiser.
Bidding is possible to three decimal places
Advert Rank

Advertiser Bid Price

First Price Auction

Second Price Auction

1

20

20

16

2

15

15

15

3

14

14

12

4

11

11

10 (if System minimum bid)

CPA
CPA, or cost per action – In M3 this charging option is called events. The advertiser pays for a specified action or
event on their site - for example, a page impression, click, form submit etc. CPA events can be the main charging
method for a campaign; CPA can also be enabled as a tracking tool, used to measure pre-defined objectives.
Campaign - Negative Keywords
When campaign level negative keywords are added, ads will not be displayed for any search containing the registered
negative keyword(s) for that campaign. Example: The negative keyword ‘red’ would prevent ads from showing on any
search queries containing the term ‘red’. One keyword or phrase per line must be added.

As previously documented, negative keywords can also be applied at account level which will apply negative
keywords to all campaigns within the account.
Campaign - T raffic T argeting / Filters
Audience or traffic targeting can be applied per campaign. Any settings here will override those set at advertiser
account level. Once the targeting option is switched to ‘on’, available targeting options are displayed and are
selectable.

Campaign Traffic Targeting
Below is a table listing the available forms of traffic targeting and their description. All available targeting options are
determined at system level and can be configured according to requirements.

Category Type

Description

Examples

Location (Geo-targeting)

A System administrator defines a
global or regional hierarchy list which
matches to the user location for
effective advertiser traffic targeting.
The location hierarchy list can be
drilled down to town level. Available
locations are determined by entries
within the MaxMind database.

Europe > UK > London
Europe > France > Paris

Browsers

Browser targeting is the ability to
deliver a campaign or creative only to
specific web browsers or even to
specific web browser versions. It is
useful when an ad creative is not
compatible with all browsers or
browsers versions.
Target audiences that use a specific
operating system. This is perfect for
ad campaigns for software and OSspecific products (such as apps or
games).
A broad method for advertisers to
target audiences by the type of device
they use.

Chrome
Firefox
Internet Explorer (IE)
Opera
Safari

Operating System

Device Type

Device

Carrier Targeting

Connection Type

A more specific method of targeting
audience based on the particular
brand of device they are using.
A tool to enable the targeting of
particular users on different mobile
network operators.
A method to target specific
connection types.

Windows
Linux
OS/X

Desktop
Mobile
Tablet
Console
Apple
Nokia
HTC
02
Vodafone
T-Mobile
Three
Cable / DSL
Cellular
Dialup

Campaign Filters
Campaign Click Beacons
Beacons are small graphic images (also known as ‘tracking pixels’ or ‘tracking tags’) that can be embedded into any
web page, to identify and anonymously track the interest subjects (e.g. automotive) of a user. These web pages can
be entirely independent of the system publishers or advertiser network. When a new or existing user visits any web
page containing any beacon, an anonymous ‘user profile’ record is registered on the M3system. The user profile is
updated recording the beacons from all pages.

When the user with a registered beacon visits a publisher web page containing the system ad unit, M3 will select all
adverts relating to any the beacons profiled for that user. From that list of relevant adverts, the best advert or adverts
are selected based upon normal advert ranking criteria, such as price and performance. Adverts selected in response
to user ‘beacons’ may be configured to take priority over other ad types possible for that ad unit (e.g.
keyword/channel).
During system set up, the master list of available beacons is defined and these are available to view within the
advertiser account.
Campaign Bid Ranking
Campaign bid ranking is a control at both campaign and individual bid level which provides an override function on the
position of ads within the results set.

A ‘highest’ bid ranking will give all ads within the campaign priority over other results and will be displayed at the top,
regardless of their CTR or CPC. Conversely, if ‘lowest’ priority is set, bids will appear after all other results have been
selected.
Campaign Copy Selection

Where a campaign has multiple relevant copy sets for any given user request, the copy selection will, by default, be
the ‘best’ copy i.e. the copy with the highest eCPMi – which will return the platform the highest revenues. However, in
some cases advertisers may prefer to display an even rotation of adverts, regardless of their eCPMi (quality score). In
this case set the copy selection mode to ‘even’.
Campaign ‘Keyword’ Match Basis

The ‘campaign’ keyword match basis is decided during the campaign creation process but can be changed later. The
campaign will inherit the default match basis set at system level if the user doesn’t change this option.

Keyword match basis tells the system how to behave when keywords are entered into a search:

Exact Match: Adverts will be selected if the user searches for the keyword exactly as it is entered e.g. if the keyword is
‘car insurance’ the advert will only show if ‘car insurance’ is entered as a search term. If ‘motor insurance’ or ‘cheap
car insurance’, is searched for the advert will not show
Phrase Match: The advert will show only if all elements of a keyword are searched for in the order they appear. For
example, ‘I am looking for car insurance’ will result in the advert displaying. ‘Car and home insurance’ will not display
the advert
Broad Match: The most generalised of the search options, the advert will show in the two circumstances described
above and also when the words in the keyword are entered but not in the original order: ‘I am looking for insurance for
my car’, for example.
Campaign - Day Parting
Campaign day parting, also referred to as time based targeting, allows the campaign to be active for restricted times
of the day, days of the week or days of the month.

Two day parting sets can be added so that, for example the campaign could be active between 7am and 10 am and
4pm and 7pm on a Monday and a Thursday.
Campaign - Finance
M3 provides a variety of ways to assist system administrators and their clients in the management of their budgets via
the finance tab. This can occur at either account or campaign level.

Campaign Daily Spend Limit – just as an account level daily spend limit can be set, so can a campaign limit. Daily
budget limits set a cap that a campaign can spend up to in a single day. This can be used in order to stop a campaign
from immediately using all its assigned funds.
Once the limit is set, you can manage this further by choosing how any leftover budget is handled. The two options
are:
Rollover Basis - any unspent funds from the previous day(s) of the month roll over to the next day, to enable additional
spending. The accrued available funds are built up until the last day of the month at which point they are reset to 0 for
the following month. For example, if an account has a daily budget of £50 and spends only £25 then the next day it will
have £75 (£50 budget + £25 unspent from previous day).
Capped - any unspent funds are not rolled over and on any given day, the daily spend limit is capped or limited to this
amount.
Once a daily cap is added, a further mechanism comes into play in the form of pacing. Pacing stops a daily budget
from being exhausted very soon after it is added. The ad server spreads the budget allocated to it across the duration
of the day. If an advert is shown and clicked on often at the beginning of the day, for example, the advert will not be
shown until a little later, where it is available for more clicks again.
When no daily spend limit is applied it is shown as having an ‘unlimited’ daily budget – it can spend as much of the
account’s funds as is possible in a day.
Disable pacing – this tool is only available at administrator level and can be used to disable the automated pacing
used by M3 to spread the exposure of the advert across the day. This will mean that the advert will be shown (pending
available funds) which will give you the ability to show an advertiser how much exposure is available and potentially
encourage them to increase their budgets.
Campaign - Frequency Capping
Campaign frequency capping is used to restrict the number of times that an advert is seen or clicked on by a single
user in an hour, day week or month.

Once the desired period has been reached, frequency caps for users are reset. M3 can spread this activity, using
intervals, over the selected period of time so that it does not all occur in bursts. For example, an advertiser may wish
for individual users to only see their advert for a maximum of ten times a day or until they have clicked it twice in a
week.
Campaign Impression Frequency Capping
Impression frequency capping is a feature that can be used to limit the number of times that an individual user sees an
advert within the campaign in an hour, day, week or month.
Field

Function

No. of Times
Period

Interval

Enter the number of times that a user should see the
advert
Enter over what period the user should be able to see the
adverts. Options include over an hour, day, week or
month
Pace activity over a defined period of time. Examples
include very minute, fifteen minutes or hour

Campaign Click Frequency Capping
Click frequency capping is a feature that can be used to limit the number of times that an individual clicks on an advert
in with the campaign per hour, day, week or month.
Field
No. of Times
Period

Interval

Function
Enter the number of times that a user is able to click on
an advert
Enter over what period the user should be able to see the
adverts for. Options include over an hour, day, week or
month
Spread this activity over a defined period of time.
Examples include: Spread evenly throughout the defined
period every minute, fifteen minutes or hour

Campaign - Source Inclusion / Exclusion
Inclusions and exclusions, also known as black and white lists, enable the management of campaign traffic sources.

Once a campaign has received traffic, it is possible to produce reports which show actual traffic sources by the
reporting of the publisher number. With the help of these reports you can identify which traffic sources are working
well, and those that are not. Any inclusions or exclusions added at this level will only apply to the campaign; however
any inclusions or exclusions at account level will also affect the campaign.
Exclusions – If a publisher number is added, adverts in the campaign it will no longer receive traffic from this source.

Inclusions - Adding a publisher number as an inclusion restricts traffic in the campaign to only the sources that have
been selected. This is a useful option for users who only want their adverts to appear on a few specific traffic sources,
so, rather than exclude all but a few sources; you can simply include the few sources that you are interested in.

It is possible to refine inclusions and exclusions further by adding sub publishers or sites to your selection. If you find
that all but one of a publisher’s sites is providing you with good traffic, you can exclude the underperforming site. This
helps to ensure that your advertising spend is always being focussed on the sources that provide the best quality
traffic.
In the same way, you can add an inclusion and then refine that further by adding a ‘site. This will exclude traffic from
all other sources for the campaign, including for the publisher selected, except from the particular site that has been
added.
To select the desired account simply start typing the name of the publisher and select the correct option from the drop
down.
Campaign - Click & Impression Limits
Each campaign can have its own daily and monthly impression and click limits set. Once any limits are reached the
campaign will go offline until it is reset.

The impression and click limits can be refined further using the ‘New Customisation’ feature which allows the user to
set daily and monthly impression and click limits for specific networks, publishers, sub publishers and /or particular
sites. See screenshot below:

Campaign - Events
Campaign events are different to system events in that they are created by users and are available exclusively for the
campaign in which they were created.

You will see any System level events available to you if required.
Events have a name, a default conversion value, an event price and flag indicating how any events that don’t match a
preceding click should be treated. Click ‘view tag’ to gain the event data to put on the page.
To create a new event click ‘new event’

Events are used for CPA conversion tracking, post click user tracking and for VAST advert response tracking. VAST
players can fire events to record volume changes, quartile targets and others actions that are of interest to advertisers.
Name of an event - is used to identify the user action. For CPA this would typically be something like registration of
interest (e.g. automotive) or purchase.
Conversion value - is a monetary amount which that advertiser chooses to associate to the event. It has no purpose or
effect on the M3 system other than to allow an advertiser to produce reports including the conversion values. Typically
the conversion value is used to record the value of the goods that have been purchased and can thus be used to
determine the ROI (return on investment) of the advertising campaign.
Event cost / CPA (cost per acquisition) - may also be referred to as CPL (cost per lead) or CPE (cost per event).
Campaigns using the CPA model use the event cost to indicate the commission they choose to pay for that event. The
event price is the amount deducted from the advertiser’s budget of which a percentage is paid to the publisher from
whom the preceding click originated.
Unmatched treatment - is how events are linked to a click. Events are counted and charged when they can be linked
to a click that occurred within a twenty eight day period.
If events occur that cannot be matched to clicks then settings can be added to treat them in one of the following ways:
Ignore – If an event cannot be matched to a click, it is ignored.
Count Events But Do Not Total Conversions – If an event cannot be matched to a click, it is still counted but
the conversion value and the event cost are ignored.
Count Events and Total Conversions - If an event cannot be matched to a click, it is still counted and the
conversion value calculated but the event cost is ignored.
Treat As Fully Chargeable Event - If an event cannot be matched to a click, the conversion value and the
event cost are still calculated.
Campaign - Media
From this section of the interface, it is possible to view existing campaign media and browse for files and upload new
media to the campaign. Available image dimensions are displayed according to those defined for the system. Once
they are uploaded they will also be displayed and can be managed on the ‘your media’ tab of the account.
Media are images, banners and videos – all ‘rich’ media formats which are themselves the advert. When an advert is
a text advert, logos can optionally be displayed alongside the text advert, these logos are also uploaded in the media
section. All medias can also be managed at the account level Media Management section.

New Campaign
To add a new campaign chose the +New in the Manage Campaigns section. A 5 step set up wizard will open

Networks are selected in step one. Users can choose which particular network(s) they want a campaign to belong to.
At least one network must be selected for a campaign before their activity can begin.
N.B the network selected for a publisher can be changed after the account has been created but this is not possible
for advertisers.
Dependant on which network is selected you will then be given the option to add a CPC or CPM price, or both.

Assign the campaign a description. This text is not used in the advert but is used for the identification of the campaign
within your account and reporting.

Set start and end dates if applicable. If no start date is added then the campaign will inherit the current time and date.
Finally, set the keyword matching basis, this option is only relevant to keyword selection mode campaigns.

Step 2 is where you set any relevant targeting in the new campaign. Only targeting options set to TRUE at system
level will be presented as options. Targeting can be added/edited after set up if required.

Step 3 is where the selection mode is chosen. Only selection modes set at network and therefore relevant to the
campaign chosen network will be presented as options. This step is also where the adgroup is determined so it needs
to be given a description.

Step 4 is the bid selection area, dependant on which selection type was chosen in step 3 you will either need to enter
keywords, select channels, retargeting, beacons or insert a RoN bid here. If RoN is selected Step 4 is actually noneditable as the system will insert a ‘blank keyword’. ..
Keyword selection mode screen shot;

Channel selection mode screen shot;

Beacon selection mode screen shot:

RoN and retargeting selection mode screen shot;

Step 5 allows addition of the actual content of the ad. This final step will give you the relevant options for the network
and selection mode type chosen in the previous steps.
Media Type – dependant on the network selected in Step 1 you will be offered options via the drop down. .i.e. text or
banner
Choose Media Size – Listed here will be the relevant media sizes available for the media type selected.
Advert Type – 3 options available for how you wish to actually upload the advert itself. The options for the rest of the
step will change dependant on which option is selected.
Create Advert - using this option you insert your own text/banner into the platform
Options shown will be Copy Name, Title, Summary, Click Through URL, Display URL,
Language Targeting (if applicable) and Tracking Pixel options to be completed as necessary
Html tag - this gives you the option to insert a 3rd party tag.
You will see Copy Name, Click Through URL, Html Tag, Advert Width (non editable), Advert
height (non editable), Target Language and Tracking Pixel
External URL – the last option allows the addition of an external URL
You will see Copy Name, Click Through URL, Html Tag, Advert Width (non editable), Advert
height (non editable), Target Language and Tracking Pixel
In step 5 if there are any media types already uploaded in the account that could be relevant to the new campaign
they will be presented and can be selected to be linked to the new campaign to save having to reload duplicate
images.

Text ad media type screen shot;

Banner ad media type screen shot:

Once submit is clicked the campaign will drop into the campaign table.

A D G ROUP
Each campaign must have an adgroup created, to which all ads and their copy sets belong. An adgroup is a way to
separate bids further within a campaign. Example: campaign for Insurance, you could then have multiple adgroups for
different insurance types, such as car, motorbike, house etc.

On the campaigns page, you will see the adgroup table (above) and activity data relating to each adgroup. New
adgroups can also be added.
To edit an adgroup place a tick next to the relevant adgroup and click edit.
AdGroup details
The adgroup details can be amended if required apart from the selection type.

Media
The media section of the adgroup is where existing media (images) have been uploaded via the campaign creation
wizard or when editing an ad group previously. It is also possible to add new media to the adgroup here by selecting
‘Add or Upload Media’ and browse for files before uploading.

New AdGroups
New adgroups can also be added by selecting the +New button. A three step wizard will guide you through the
process and mirror those detailed during campaign creation, steps three to five.

Selection Type – Select the relevant selection mode for the adgroup keyword / channel / run of network, zone or a
retargeting format.
Start / End Date – adgroups can have their own start and end timestamps. These details can be altered after set up if
required. If these details are not completed the adgroup will inherit the current date and time.

The media section of the adgroup is where existing media (images) have been uploaded via the campaign creation
wizard. It is also possible to add new media to the adgroup here by selecting ‘add or upload media’ and browse for
files before uploading.

C OPY
Copy sets are your actual advert content, whether this be text, text with a logo, banner or video.
The copy table on the user interface displays all copy sets and their impression, clicks and cost. Decisions can hence
be made as to their effectiveness so that a new copy set can be uploaded or existing ones reactivated.
In the campaign traffic targeting / filters tab there is a setting called ‘Copy Selection Mode’ (config controlled to show
either for admins only or all users). Where a campaign has multiple relevant copy sets for any given user request, the
copy selected will, by default, be the ‘best’ copy i.e. the copy with the highest eCPMi – which will return the platform
the highest revenues. However, in some cases advertisers may prefer to display an even rotation of adverts,
regardless of their eCPMi (quality score).
Also see; Copy Click Through URL Macros
An important option available for all adverts is the tracking pixel: This is a 1x1 transparent .PNG pixel that is added to
banners. When a webpage loads, all of the images, including the text ad or banner advert (and tracking pixel), are
downloaded by a user. When this occurs the advertiser is able to take note of, amongst other metrics, the fact that the
advert has appeared.

T ext Ads
Text ads, like those seen at the top of most search engine results show a set of text describing the product or service
advertised and sometimes a logo or image

Their purpose is to encourage users to click and go on to complete whatever action is being advertised – making a
purchase, signing up for a newsletter etc. As such text ads are typically charged on a CPC basis.
A text ad consists of:
Copy name - Name to identify the copy set on the UI and in reporting, not shown in the advert.
Title - A set of text giving a short description or call to action, character length determined by the platform owner.
Summary - A set of text giving further information leading on from the title, character length determined by the platform
owner.
Click through URL - the page address where the click from the user will land. This may contain tracking and other
macros, maximum length 255 characters.
Display URL - a clean URL which will show instead of the click through URL to ensure the advert is kept clean and
simple.
Logo/Image - an image relating to the advert or brand can be displayed, the dimensions of which are set by the
platform owner.
Starts - The start date that the advert should begin to show
Ends - The date that the advert should stop showing
Tracking pixel - If set as an option then a tracking pixel can be added to the advert for 3rd party analysis.
Bullet points can be optionally be used to display text summary. All features of the ad type are managed at network
level via the media type entries.

Native Ads
Native ads are an ad format which looks like an article, they have a large logo and only text, normally no url is shown

An example of Native Adverts on an Italian Publisher page

Native ads generally conform to the same conventions as the site on which they appear. This is in an effort to make
adverts blend with the editorial content. An example would be a piece of advertorial or sponsored content appearing
amongst other articles written by a site’s editorial staff.
In the case of the M3 platform, native ads take the form of widgets that appear alongside editorial content and suggest
articles that a reader may be interested in, based on the article that they have just read. It is possible to identify such
adverts because they are normally accompanied by words such as ‘you might like’ or ‘articles from around the web’.
Native ads are used to direct traffic from the site on which they appear to the site of the advertiser. Advertisers are
effectively buying the readership of said site - this can be an effective way of boosting a site’s traffic volumes if the
content on the advertiser’s site is similar in subject matter to the page they are currently viewing.
Native ads consist in M3 of:
Copy name - Name to identify the copy set on the UI and in reporting, not shown in the advert.
Image - Large sized logo or image relevant to the site the user will be directed to, sizes available to be determined by
platform owner...
Summary - A leading set of text to encourage the user to click through to the new page via the advert, length to be
determined by platform owner.
Click URL (hidden from advert) - although entered into the database the URL itself is not shown in the advert.
Starts - The start date that the advert should begin to show
Ends - The date that the advert should stop showing.
Tracking pixel - If set as an option then a tracking pixel can be added to the advert for 3rd party analysis.

Banner Ads
A banner ad is an image based advert that is designed to make users aware of an advertiser’s product or brand. This
is achieved by showing the advert to as many different people as possible. Because of this, they are typically charged
on a CPM basis.

For CPM adverts, advertisers bid in a bulk of one thousand impressions (advert views), so an advertiser who enters a
CPM bid of £1.50 is prepared to pay £0.0015 per advert impression (1.50 / 1000).
Although awareness is the primary goal of a banner, advert click through is still considered an important reflection of
user engagement with the advertising campaign.
A banner advert consists of:
Copy name - Name to identify the copy set on the UI and in reporting, not shown in the advert.
Click through URL - The URL that users are directed to if the banner is clicked. Also see Copy Click Through URL
Macros
Advert width - The width of the banner, size options set by platform owner.
Advert height - The height of the banner, size options set by platform owner.
Target by user language - Only show the advert to users whose browsers match the specified user language,
configurable item at platform level.
Starts - The start date that the banner should begin to show.
Ends - The date that the banner should stop showing.
rd

Tracking pixel - If set as an option then a tracking pixel can be added to the advert for 3 party analysis.

Video - Vast
In essence, VAST is a video player provided by the IAB that aims to streamline and standardise the process of
inserting advertising content into videos.

Previously, ads had to be custom programmed to the requirements of different video players and this lack of uniformity
made creating effective video advertising campaigns difficult.
Vast was created to help advertisers scale their adverts across multiple publishers and offers a structured method for
adservers and video players to communicate.
It is also capable of providing useful consumer engagement metrics, which help advertisers to understand if their
campaigns are effective and providing value.
The M3 Adserver is fully VAST compliant and, as such, is capable of delivering effective video advertising campaigns
across publisher networks
Copy - Click Through URL Macros
For any copy set that requires a click through URL to be entered, it is possible to insert tracking macros for a variety of
purposes. Available macros are listed in the table below:
Macro

Description

$$src$$

The publisher ID will be returned

$$subid$$
$$ref$$
$$kwd$$ -

The sub publisher ID will be returned
The referring URL will be returned
Returns keyword or sector number - use [keyword] if need to be Google compatible

$$qry$$

Original request query – Use [query] if need to be Google compatible

$$cpc$$
$$copyname$$
$$copywidth$$

If click is chargeable or not. 1 will be returned if chargeable and a 0 if unchargeable.
Copy Name
Banner width in pixels, will be returned

$$copyheight$$
$$click$$

Banner height in pixels, will be returned
Returns complete click through URL

$$click_enc$$

Returns encoded version of $$click$$ above, normally used by jsAds and multi stage
click handlers, normally in tags

$$random$$
$$publisherdata1$$
$$publisherdata2$$
$$trackingid$$

Used for cache busting (64 bit random number returned)
can be used as required – generic entry allowed
can be used as required – generic entry allowed
Tracking parameter - For both click url and tracking urls

B IDS
The bids table displays all keywords and channels created during campaign set up as well as allowing new bids to be
added to the adgroup.

To edit a bid place a tick next to it. Editing for individual bids is done inline.
If more than one bid needs editing place a tick next to all bids to be affected, the option of ‘multiple edit’ shows. Use
this to manage all selected bids. Only certain items can be managed in ‘multiple edit’.
If you want to change all bids in the adgroup select ‘Edit All’. Changes using this tool will affect all bids within the
selected adgroup. Only certain items can be managed in ‘edit all’.
The keyword itself cannot be changed once it is created. Instead it must be deleted and a new one added.

The system will not allow you to add duplicate keywords to an adgroup.
NB: Sectors/Channel names cannot be edited.
Bid Pricing
Pricing can be entered at bid, adgroup or campaign level. When a bid price is set at campaign or adgroup level, all
associated bids inherit this price; unless individual bid prices are entered in the bids table, which then override it. To
do this click on the ‘Max CPC’ cell in the bid table and edit the bid.
An explanation of CPM, CPC and CPA pricing formats can be found in the campaign section.
Keywords
Keyword targeting is used where ad selection occurs in response to a user entered request, typically via a search box
on a publisher site. In M3 keywords in an adgroup can only be entered once, if you wish to add the keywords multiple
times with different matching options you will need to create multiple adgroups.
Keyword Matching
Keyword matching basis allows the ad platform to select bids in one of three ways. Each method determines how
closely the keyword selected matches the original request.
All keywords must have a matching option selected. A default match basis can be set at system level. All new
keywords would then inherit this match basis.

The following matching options are available.
Exact- Adverts will show against keywords if they are entered into a search exactly as they appear; e.g. if the keyword
is ‘car insurance’ the advert will only show if ‘car insurance’ is entered as a search term. If ‘motor insurance’ is
searched for, the advert will not show
Phrase - The advert will show only if all elements of a keyword are searched for in the order they appear. For
example, ‘I am looking for car insurance’ will result in the advert displaying. ‘Car and home insurance’ will not display
the advert
Broad- The most generalised of the search options, the advert will show in the two circumstances described above
and also if the words in the keyword are entered but not in the correct order: ‘I am looking for insurance for my car’, for
example.
Channel Groups
It is possible to aggregate channels (e.g. sport, news, travel) into channel groups, in order to make it simpler to
manage a large number of channels.
Sector / Channel
Sector/channel targeting refers to audience segregation according to a finite number of business and interest areas
such as travel, finance, lifestyle and sports.
Run of Network
Run of network (RoN) targeting is used as a means of filling residual advertising spaces. Run of network ads are
usually shown after all other ads and /or where there is unused ad inventory. When creating a campaign RoN is listed
as a selection type
Retargeting
Retargeting allows advertisers to directly target individual users (on an anonymous basis). User retargeting occurs
when a user has visited a web page or has performed some action of interest and is then shown further relevant
adverts. Retargeting utilises the M3 advertising platform profile system that anonymously maintains information about
users.
Beacons
Beacons are small graphic images (also known as tracking pixels/tags) that can be embedded into any web page, to
identify and anonymously track the interest subjects e.g. ‘automotive’ of a user. These web pages can be entirely
independent of the system publishers or advertiser network. When a new or existing user visits any web page
containing any beacon, an anonymous ‘user profile’ record is registered on the M3 system. The ‘user profile’ is
updated to record the beacons from all pages.
Beacons look like to a user, and often match, the channel list in a platform; this is to help with correlation between the
2 types. Once selected a beacon will remain active for a nominated period of time set at platform level.
Zone
Zone targeting is a suite of functionality that allows publishers to define advertising spaces and control the number
and type of adverts displayed within each such space. Zones can have multiple configurations and the M3 Advertising
Platform can access the relative performance of each individual configuration in order to determine which is the best
performing. Zones can also be used to imply lists of keywords and sectors relevant to an advertising space. Zone
targeting allows advertisers to explicitly target specific advertising zones. Allowing zone targeting enables advertisers
to directly target particular zones rather than just the keywords or sectors which may be associated to one or more
zones.

R EPORTING
M3 hosts an extremely comprehensive reporting suite.

Users with an advertiser login can run reports, providing they themselves have reporting permissions.
All reporting data is available up to the last hour.
Report templates are used to give users access to pre-defined sets of data. This, in turn, gives said users quick
access to this data and allows control over what information is viewable.
Advertisers can schedule automated reports that can be emailed daily, weekly or monthly.
Advanced reporting fields include: Queries, impressions, clicks, spend, fill rate, ECPMi, CTR, ad position and
conversion rate.
Comparison reporting gives users the opportunity to compare two sets of data from two selected dates. For example,
a user could compare data from last week with the week before.

M EDIA M AN AGEMENT
The media management section enables the management of all media within the advertiser account. Being able to
view all media in one area is extremely helpful and makes management quick and easy. Management involves
uploading, deleting and ‘associating’ media - linking them to campaigns and adgroups.

Media are the images, banners, and videos etc. that are shown alongside copy - if applicable - when an advert is
shown on a publisher website.
Only media of certain sizes may be uploaded to an account, dependant on the dimensions of media authorised for the
network the campaign belongs to. This includes the actual size of the file being uploaded as well as the dimensions of
the media itself. The valid dimensions are shown towards the bottom of the page.
More media sizes can be added via network ‘media types’ at system level by the platform owner if required.

Once media has been added to an account, it then needs to be associated to something. Association is when a media
item is linked to a particular account, campaign, adgroup or copy set. Once linked, the media in question can then
appear as part of an advert.
The level that media is associated to determines the extent of its availability throughout an account.
Level of Association
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File names are used for administrative purposes to help identify specific images that have been uploaded.
The following file types are compatible for upload to the interface:
File Type
.GIF
.JPEG
.PNG
.SWF
.MP4
.OGV
.WEBM

Media Type
Text / Banner
Text / Banner
Text / Banner
Flash
Video
Video
Video

The width and height of a media image describes the size dimensions of the item.

A GENCY A CCOUNTS
Agency accounts enable multiple advertiser accounts to be managed and accessed via one account login.
Agency Details
On the details page of the agency details page of the account, the agency name and contact details are stored and
can be edited.

Agency discount percentage - Advertiser accounts can be allocated a discount percentage that is agreed with the
agency. Whilst a default, suggested discount is stored here, the actual discount is allocated at advertiser level since
the discounts may need to be different for individual advertisers. The agency discount percentage is deducted from
the total click price and other deductions are made thereafter:
Bid Price
Agency Discount Percentage – 15%
Publisher Revenue Share – 50%
System Profit

10c
8.5c
4.25c
4.25c

Agency User Management
Within the agency user management module users create and manage login credentials for new and existing agency
users. Users control the various user permissions dependant on their own login permissions. Logins can also be
linked to specific advertiser accounts to ensure an agency login is able to view only those advertiser accounts they are
permitted to manage.

Permissions available are as below; when an agency is acting as an advertiser they are restricted to the permission
granted below. i.e. if you only wanted one user to be able to report on the advertisers, just choose the reporting option.

Permissions explanation:
Permission
User Management

Actions allowed with permission set to True
Can set up and manage other login credentials

Can Create Account

Can set up new advertisers to be linked, if configuration
set to true at system level. If
Can manage the linked advertisers campaigns

Campaign Management
Finance Management
Reporting
API Read/Write

Can manage the daily budgets on the linked advertiser
accounts.
Can run reports to linked advertiser accounts and within
those advertisers
Can run reports to linked advertiser accounts and within
those advertisers.

Agency Advertisers
Advertisers are linked to agencies; all linked accounts can be viewed in the advertiser’s page within the agency
account.

Request Adv ertiser Link
An advertiser account and user login must firstly be created before an advertiser login can be linked to the agency
account.

To create the link, enter the advertiser account number and select the advertiser user login to be linked to the agency
account. Once linked, the advertiser account will appear in the advertiser list for that agency and can be accessed and
managed within the agency account.
Agency Reporting
Users with an agency login can run agency reports for all accounts allocated to that agency - providing they
themselves have reporting permission. Agency reporting aggregates data for all separate advertiser accounts.
All reporting data is available up to the last hour.
Report templates can be used to give users access to pre-defined sets of data.

